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SigmundFREUD
Psychoanalysis argues that peo-
ple are primarily motivated by 
unconscious drives and instincts. 
These instincts can be narrowed 
down to sex and aggression. Ad-
ditionally, people’s primary goal 
is to reduce tension and seek 
pleasure. Children experience a 
series of psychosexual develop-
ment that leads to maturity. 

Major Focus: unconscious 
drives

Most Similar To: Melanie Klein’s 
theory of Object Relations
• Both agree that people have 

innate drive/instincts includ-
ing the life and death instinct

• Male and female Oedipus 
complex

• Castration anxiety
• Early experiences shape per-

sonality
• Unconscious determinants of 

behavior

AlfredADLER
Individual Psychology character-
izes people as being motivated 

by social influences and a driving 
force for success. Thus, their be-
havior is a result of future goals 
that they wish to attain. Moreover, 
Adler believed that one could take 
control of their life and that peo-
ple are solely responsible for who 
they are. A person’s style of life, 
which includes a person’s goals, 
self-concept, feelings for others, 
and attitude toward the world, is 
not only the product of genetics 
and environment but also one’s 
creative power or their freedom to 
create their own style of life. Peo-
ple are motivated mostly by social 
influences and by their striving for 
superiority or success. 

Major Focus: People’s drives 
toward a successful future

Most Similar To: George Kelly
• People’s behaviors (thoughts 

and actions) are directed by 
the way they see the future

• People are capable of control-
ling their environments/be-
haviors/personality

• Noted people’s conscious 
processes

• People are influenced by so-
cial factors

CarlJUNG
Analytical Psychology describes 
people as mostly complex beings. 
People are influenced by occult 
phenomena and driven by not 
only unconscious drives but also 
conscious. More so, human be-
havior is motivated by the collec-
tive unconscious, latent memory 
traces inherited from ancestral 
past. These ancestral memories 
become highly developed and 
result in archetypes that are 

responsible for many people’s 
words, actions, dreams, and fan-
tasies. Additionally, people have 
the ability to control their lives 
and have an inherit tendency to 
move toward growth, perfection, 
and completion. It is those psy-
chological healthy individuals 
that eventually come to develop 
self-realization.

Major Focus: Ancestral memo-
ries are a major factor in human 
behavior

Most Similar To: Sigmund Freud
• People are motivated by re-

pressed feelings and certain 
emotionally toned experienc-
es inherited from ancestor

• Therapy uses dream analysis

Also Similar To: Alfred Adler
• People posses an inherited 

tendency to move toward 
growth, perfection, and 
completion

MelanieKLEIN
Unlike other psychologists who 
sought to disregard Freudian The-
ory, Klein wanted to validate and 
extend Freud’s ideas. She empha-
sized the importance of past ex-
periences on the development of 
personality and went even further 
to explain that interpersonal rela-
tionships, especially that between 
an infant and a mother, that influ-
ences future behavior and not un-
conscious desires. Additionally, 
Klein argued that infants’ drives 
such as hunger and sex are di-
rected toward an object such as a 
breast, penis, or vagina.

Major Focus: Early mother-
child relationship
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psychodynamic theorists

Oedipus Rex on 
some pot. Homo-

erotic or was his 
beard just too long?

PSYCHOANALYSIS

INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGY

ANALYTICAL PSYCHOLOGY

Most Similar To: Sigmund Freud
• Both agree that people have 

innate drive/instincts includ-
ing the life and death instinct

• Male and female Oedipus 
complex

• Castration anxiety
• Early experiences shape per-

sonality
• Unconscious determinants of 

behavior

KarenHORNEY
Social theory argues that social 
experiences such as culture play 
an important role in shaping hu-
man behavior. Social influences, 
specifically society’s value on 
competition, lead to basic hostil-
ity and feelings of isolation. It is 
these feelings of being alone in 
a hostile world that result in in-
tensified needs for affection and 
love. Thus, this is the why many 
people feel that love and affection 
is the solution for all their prob-
lems. In addition, Horney felt that 
childhood experiences were also 
important in shaping behavior. 
Children need feelings of safety 
and security otherwise it leads to 
feelings of basic hostility toward 
parents. Despite all the factors 
that can impede a person’s per-
sonality development, Horney 
contented that people have an in-
herent goal to reach self-realiza-
tion.

Major Focus: Social influences 
and neurosis

Most Similar To: Alfred Adler
• Behavior is impacted by social 

influences
• People strive for growth and 

future goals

ErichFROMM
Fromm’s theory of Humanistic 
psychoanalysis takes a more evo-
lutionary view on the development 
of personality. Fromm contends 
that the human race has been 
torn away from their prehistoric 
union with nature and left with no 
powerful instincts but have devel-
oped the capacity to reason. It is 
this separation from nature that 
has produced basic anxiety in hu-
mans. Thus, people are not only 
motivated by physiological needs 
but also by existential needs, such 
as relatedness, transcendence, 
rootedness, a sense of identity, 
and a frame of orientation. 

Major Focus: People are the 
freaks of the universe

Most Similar To: B. F. Skinner
• Attributes the development of 

behavior to an evolutionary 
perspective

Also Similar To: Karen Horney
• Cultural influences impact 

personality

Henry StackSULLIVAN
Much like the name, interper-
sonal theory places interper-
sonal relationships as the pri-
mary influence on personality. 
According to Sullivan, people 
have no existence without in-
terpersonal experiences. More 
importantly, it is the early rela-
tionship between a mother and 
child that serves as a founda-
tion for subsequent interper-
sonal relationships. Psychologi-
cally healthy people are those 

that can establish intimacy with 
another person.

Major Focus: Interpersonal 
relationships

Most Similar To: Melanie Klein
• Early mother-child relation-

ship affects future behavior 
and interpersonal relation-
ships

• Early experiences shape per-
sonality

• Emphasis on unconscious 
determinants

ErikERIKSON
Much like Melanie Klein, Erik-
son sought to expand on Freud’s 
theory of psychoanalysis. How-
ever, he placed more focus on the 
ego as the main determinant of 
human personality than id im-
pulses. It is largely shaped by 
social and historical factors and 
develops through various stages 
in one’s lifetime. Each stage is a 
psychosocial struggle that also 
contributes to the formation of 
personality.

Major Focus: The ego

Most Similar To: Sigmund Freud
• Personality development is 

characterized by psychosexu-
al stages

• People are motivated by past 
experiences

Also Similar To: Karen Horney
• Social factors, especially 

childhood experiences can 
account for personality for-
mation

psychodynamic theorists

OBJECT RELATIONS THEORY

PSYCHOANALYTIC SOCIAL THEORY

HUMANISTIC PSYCHOANALYSIS

INTERPERSONAL THEORY

POST-FREUDIAN THEORY



Sum quatem venis acinim ad tin 
hendrerit am ver sismodio erat 
aciduisci te vullumm olessectem 
velestrud ex ex ea feuis nosto eu 
faccum quam diam, quam, sum 
ing et ad dunt alit eu facipissi te 
erostis ex er iureetu ercipit il in 
veriuscipisi te con velit venibh 

endrem elesed dolobor sum ip-
sum acidunt prat, sumsan hent 
ut ad dunt num enibh eu faciSed 
te dunt ullaor suscin henis et ad 
tat. Idunt accum zzril ulput wis-
sim iriustrud eugue doluptat, 
coreet nit il ex endre tie.Um nis 
diam, consendrem velit luptat, 

quatio ex enibh er irit lore do-
lore etue dolutpat nummy nim.
Quisissequat. Num quisl ent ali-
quat in henibh euis elese dolo-
bore delesto exeriure te con he-
niat eriliquate feummy nos dolor 
sum dunt lore do od tatue digna 
conse tat. Dolent nostrud.
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learning theorists
Learning Theorists

B. F. Skinner A. Bandura J. Rotter W. Mischel

Behavior is influenced by environmental/social factors P P P P

Emphasizes the importance of observable behavior P
Inner motivations should not be attributed to human be-

havior P

Human behavior should be studied scientifically P

Human behavior is strengthened through reinforcements P

Behavior is a result of past experiences P
Natural selection-behaviors that were beneficial to the 

species survived P

People do not have full control in shaping their behaviors P

People have the ability to learn new behaviors P P P

People learn through direct experience P P
Agreed with Freud that dreams may serve a wish-fulfill-

ment purpose P

Behavior is unconsciously motivated P

Cognitive factors are important in shaping personality P P P
People have the ability to control their own functioning 

and environmental events P
People set goals and select behaviors that will move 

them closer to these goals P P P
Many of the important influences on people’s lives are a 

result of chance encounters or fortuitous events P

Emphasizes conscious thought P P P

Personalities possess relative stability P

Behavior is situational/Behavior varies between situations P P
Suggests the people’s behavior is largely shaped by an 

interaction of stable personality traits and the situation 

which includes a number of personal variables P



Raymond B.CATTELL
An extreme separation from 
previous theories on personality, 
trait theory looks to hard data to 
predict human behavior. Rather 
than making hypothesis before 
gathering data, Cattell used an 
inductive approach where the 
investigator has no preexisting 
hypotheses, collects a large body 
of data, runs a factor analysis 
on these data and then forms a 
hypothesis. 

Major Focus: Traits, or rela-
tively permanent personal 
dispositions

Most Similar To: Hans J.  
Eysenck
• Traits are important vari-

ables in understanding 
behavior

• Use of factor analysis to 
identify traits

• Genetic factors play an im-
portant role in the develop-
ment of personality

Hans J.EYSENCK
Factor theory argues that per-
sonality has strong biological 
bases and psychometric com-
ponents. It employs a deductive 
method of investigation, begin-
ning with a theory and then 
gathering data that are logical-
ly consistent with that theory, 
rather than inductive. Through 
this process, Eysenck identified 
three bipolar factors—extraver-

sion/introversion, neuroticism/
stability, and psychoticism/su-
perego. 

Major Focus: Traits, or rela-
tively permanent personal 
dispositions

Most Similar To: Raymond B. 
Cattell
• Traits are important vari-

ables in understanding 
behavior

• Use of factor analysis to 
identify traits

• Genetic factors play an im-
portant role in the develop-
ment of personality

Hans J.EYSENCK
Psychology of the individual was 
one of the first theories to study 
the psychologically healthy indi-
vidual rather than the neurotic. 
Allport contented that motiva-
tion is ultimately conscious and 
driven by present situations 
rather than past events. Addi-
tionally, people are proactive and 
reactive in the sense that they 
have a large measure of control 
over their lives. Expectations of 
the future are also prime moti-
vators of human behavior. 

Major Focus: Psychologically 
healthy person

Most Similar To: George Kelly 
and Carl Rogers
• People strive to reach goals
• Emphasized conscious deter-

minants
• Focus on individual unique-

ness rather than similarities
• Social factors play a role in 

the development of person-
ality
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dispositional theorists

TRAIT THEORY

FACTOR THEORY

PSYCHOLOGY OF THE INDIVIDUAL



Adit incinis niamcor sum vul-
lumsan utpat at, commy nim 
quipisit ing erosto et vullan ea 
feuissim ipsumsan er sit niam-
con eumsan euguerat. Equipit 

dolor susciduisl ut aliqui tin ea 
ad te core vel ea adio diat, sum 
quisseniat. Ut pratisi smoleni-
am, sum doluptat aute feugait 
lut praesenim velit, vel utat wis 

euis nostrud dolortie exer aut 
lorperil ut veliquis alit nonse-
quam digna feugue ex elesto ea 
feu feugiam verilla aliquis amet 
la consed dignib.
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Humanistic Existential Theorists
G. Kelly C. Rogers A. H. Maslow R. May

People purposely strive towards the future, goals, and/or 

self-actualization (teleology) P P P P

Personal constructs, or ways of interpreting and explaining 

events, predict behavior P

People’s behaviors (thoughts and actions) are directed by 

the way they see the future P
Present view of the future shapes one’s actions P
People are capable of changing their personal constructs 

at any time P
Emphasized conscious processes P
Focused on the uniqueness of individuals P P P
Is a holistic theory P P
Actualizing tendency, the tendency within all human be-

ings to move toward completion or fulfillment of potentials/

capability to move toward self-actualization P

Biological basis: People have a basic nature to grow P

People consciously choose their own course of action/Peo-

ple are aware of what they are doing P P P
Social influences: Rogers believed that heredity and envi-

ronment influenced behavior P

People are motivated to satisfy needs P

Needs can be arranged on a hierarchy, meaning that one 

need must be satisfied before the next can become active P
Basic needs must be satisfied to reach self-actualization P
Took an evolutionary view P

Views people as having the capability of tremendous good 

and immense evil P

People are motivated to move toward goals P
Emphasized the importance of interpersonal relationships 

influence on behavior (social influence) P P P
People develop a sense of insignificance and alienation 

due to lack of courage to face their destiny and unwilling-

ness to make choices. P


